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Superstitions Of The Highlands And Islands Of Scotland
Synopsis

Devoting his life to collecting the superstitions, folk tales and customs of the people in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland in the mid-late nineteenth century, John Gregorson Campbell presents a wealth of superstitions, folk tales and customs of the Highlanders and Islanders of his day. From the superstitions and customs associated with the old Celtic calendar, to old spells and charms and the meaning of dreams, Campbell's work remains one of the most important contributions to the field of folklore today.
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Customer Reviews

informative

Everything worked out really well. No issues. Great price

WHO EVER THOUGHT THINGS WERE LIKE THIS BACK THEN. IT’S A REAL JOY TO READ. I BELIEVED EVERY WORD OF IT.
not very interesting

Lots of research in this book. very interesting.
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